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Abstract: Numerical simulations of water drop impact onto a hydrophobic surface are carried
out through usage of Eulerian multiphase model. Volume of �uid (VOF) model is used to capture
the deformation of the water drop interface. RANS equations were solved by realizable k − ε tur-
bulence model. Two and three dimensional simulations are conducted. Results of the simulations
are compared with the published experimental data. Results for maximum drop spreading have
errors below 10% compared to their experimental counterparts. It is shown that 2D simulations
augments splitting of droplets due to entrapped bubbles upon impact while 3D simulations repro-
duce deposition observed in experiments, but partial rebound and split deposition phenomena can
not be reproduced. The discrepancy between the experiments and 2D as well as 3D simulations
are analyzed.
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1 Introduction

Absorption of atmospheric gases (CO2 or O2) on the surface of the seas and oceans, spreading of organisms
or micro-organisms like fungi and underwater rain noise are all examples of drop impacts in nature. But
from �rst deliberate observations of drop impacts by a student [1], nowadays they have contributed into wide
variety of industrial applications such as spray cooling, spray coating, ink-jet printing, internal combustion
engines and erosion prevention in turbine blades. Impact of drops on dry solid surfaces, thin pre-existed
liquid �lms and liquid pools are di�erent modes of drop impacts [2]. Among them, impact of drops on solid
surfaces is more relevant to the present work. Experimental studies on this subject have been done by many
researchers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In terms of outcomes, considering solid dry surfaces, six disparate outcomes in
consequence of drop impact is achieved as demonstrated by [6]. The drop might deposit if inertia is weak,
undergo either prompt splash (for rough surfaces) or corona splash if inertial forces are prevailing over the
surface tension, bounce o� the surface in either partial rebound or total rebound mode. Some smaller drops
originated from the mother drop might be left behind by the receding lamella which is called receding break
up. Rioboo et al. (2002) [7] explained the e�ect of velocity, diameter, viscosity and surface tension of the
drop, wettability and roughness on step by step evolution of the drop with time in kinematic, spreading and
relaxation phases. An argument on appropriate impact factor P = We/Re

2
5 or We/Re

4
5 which shows the

extent of importance of viscous and capillary forces compared to inertia in an impact scenario, is discussed
in [8]. For more information on history of studies on drop impacts, we encourage the reader to take a look
at [9, 10].

Studies of drop impacts on stationary solid surfaces would give us insights about the fundamental phen-
amona happening during impact process, but in most practical applications in which drop impacts are
involved, the surface is moving. However, drop impacts on moving surfaces were investigated by a few re-
searchers [11, 12, 13, 14]. Partial rebound, deposition and split deposition (see Fig. 1) were the outcomes
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of water drop impacts on a Te�on surface [12]. In Fig.1 it is seen that the partial rebound happens at
low Wet values together with the relatively high Wen numbers. Less energetic impacts would end up with
deposition on the surface while split deposition which is disintegration of the water drop into two smaller
drops happens at high Wet numbers. Semi-empirical relations were devised to classify the outcomes in Wen
and Wet domain. However, deviation from the experimental data in split deposition regime while Wen < 40
is quite clear which means the current method is not good at categorizing the physical observations.

Bird et al. (2009) [11] examined the splashing regime for impacts with tangential velocity created by either
an inclined surface or a moving disk. What they observed is below the splashing threshold, at su�ciently high
tangential velocities, the portion of the lamella which is spreading in the opposite direction of the moving
surface can experience splashing while the other portion which moves in the same direction experiences
only spreading. Similarly, above the splashing threshold, at su�ciently high tangential velocities, one can
suppress the splashing in the portion of the lamella which moves in the same direction as the moving surface
whereas amplifying the splashing on the other side.

Zen et al. (2010) [14] studied the drop impacts on inclined and moving surfaces. Due to the wettability
of the ethanol on the silicon wafer surface rebound did not occur but instead they were able to characterize
deposition and splashing phenomena. The normal component of the We number was used to distinguish
di�erent outcomes and yet it was con�rmed that We = 210 is a good threshold for occurrence of splashing
for all di�erent inclination angles. They observed, an increase in inclination angle leads to wider range
of asymmetric splashing region which means more inertial is needed to create a two-side splash. Impacts
on horizontal moving surfaces were done and provoking e�ect of the moving surface below the splashing
threshold and restraining e�ect of it above the threshold in creating the one-side splashes, were con�rmed.

Fathi et al. (2010) [13] investigated the case of train of drops impacting on a moving surface where
frequency of generated drops is another key parameter. The nature of their investigation dictates that not
only the kinetic energy of each individual drop is important but rather the rate of energy is of desire. It
was shown increase in frequency would lead to decrease in drop size, increase in drop impingement rate and
has almost no e�ect on drop velocity and �ow rate. E�ects of impingement rate, volume of the spreading
drop and surface velocity, were considered through using the linear deposition rate which was de�ned as
the volume of the deposited �uid to the unit displacement of the moving surface. Intuitively, an increase in
surface motion speed will decrease the linear deposition rate but change in frequency had almost no e�ect
on the behavior of the linear deposition rate. They also reported generation of a periodic crown-like wave
in the advancing liquid layer for high linear deposition rates in contrast to the low values.

Front tracking, level-set, VOF and lattice-Boltzmann methods are available numerical algorithms to deal
with multiphase �ows. Level-set methods are powerful tools for analyzing and tracking the interface for
evolving topologies in time based on an Eulerian approach [15]. Numerical studies of drop impacts have
been done by several researchers [16, 17, 18, 19]. Lunkad et al. (2007) [17] simulated the drop impacts on
horizontal and inclined solid surfaces with VOF model for di�erent wettability conditions. Their results were
predicting good for non-wettable surfaces while they were not capturing physical phenomena for wettable
surfaces. Bararnia et al. (2013) [16] were using lattice-Boltzmann method to perform the simulations of
falling drops. Hence considering the e�ect of gravitational and surface forces using Eotvos number. They
showed the rate of deformation has direct proportionality to Eotvos number. In other words, the more the
Eotvos number, the more is the deformation. Tryggvason et al. (2001) [19] used a front tracking method to
capture any change at the interface by taking the whole domain as one �uid with di�erent physical properties
and added the interfacial interactions between two phases with source terms in their equations. E�ect of
Re number on maximum spreading diameter of drop and We number on the time scales of reaching to
maximum drop spreading and equilibrium conditions were investigated by [18]. It was stated that as We
number increases the mentioned time scales increase and there is a threshold for Re number in which after
that point there is no serious e�ect on maximum spreading diameter.

The e�ect of impact velocity of the drop on behavior of air entrapment is imperative. For low velocities
of impacting drop, in case of drop impacts on liquid pools, the air �lm can be stretched in such a way so that
the drop even does not touch the liquid pool hence bouncing o� the surface of the liquid pool. In contrast,
for high velocities, the air �lm is going to rupture and it is shown that the higher the impact velocity the
thicker would be the thickness of air �lm at the instant of rupturing. Because of the excessive velocity the
air does not have time to be squeezed between the drop and surface of the liquid pool, consequently ruptures
at larger thicknesses [20]. The thickness of air �lm is in the range of 2-5 µm for drop impacts on solid
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surfaces while it is 1-2.5 µm for drop impacts on liquid pools [21]. As the drop is traveling towards the solid
surface, the air between the solid surface and drop is going to be pressurized and since the only side which
is deformable is the drop side, it will �atten the bottom side of the drop causing the contact in a circular
shape instead of a point [22]. This will cause bubble entrapment right at the center of the drop at early
stages of impact.

2 Problem Statement

Simulations of drop impacts on a moving surface is considered in the present work. Simulations have been
done in Star-CCM+ software which is a commercial CFD package. Results of our simulations are compared
with experimental data of [12]. Water and air phases are de�ned in an Eulerian multiphase model and VOF
method is used to construct the �ow equations in order to capture the interface. VOF model assumes that
all immiscible �uid phases inside a control volume share velocity, pressure and temperature �elds. Hence, it
uses the same mass, momentum and energy conservation equations just like the single phase �ow conditions.
That single phase �uid is in fact the �uid with physical properties of its constituent phases with respect to
their volume fractions. Equations for obtaining physical properties of the single �uid in each control volume
is written in the following section.

ρ =
∑
i

ρiαi (1)

µ =
∑
i

µiαi (2)

where αi = Vi

V is the volume fraction and ρi and µi are the density and dynamic viscosity of the ith phase.
Integral form of continuity and momentum equations in which star-CCM+ solves, are as follows:

∂

∂t

∫
V

(ρχ) dV +

∫
A

ρ(V −Vg) dA =

∫
V

(su) dV (3)

∂

∂t

∫
V

(ρχV) dV +

∫
A

ρV ⊗ (V −Vg) dA = −
∫
A

PI · dA+

∫
A

T · dA+

∫
V

(fr + fg + fp + fu + fω + fL) dV (4)

Where χ,V,Vg, P, I and T are the fraction of volume not occupied by porous media, velocity, grid
velocity, pressure, identity matrix and viscous stress tensor. Also fr, fg, fp, fu, fω and fL represent body
force terms related to rotation, buoyancy, porous media, user-de�ned body forces, vorticity con�nement
speci�c force and electromagnetic �elds respectively. Usually an advection equation is solved for volume
fraction to consider the motion of the interface, however, in STAR-CCM+ the integral form of this equation
is as follows:

d

dt

∫
V

αi dV +

∫
A

αi(V −Vg) dA =

∫
V

(
sαi −

αi
ρi

Dρi
Dt

)
dV (5)

where αi,V,Vg and sαi are the volume fraction of phase i, velocity, grid velocity and sink or source of the
ith phase. Also note that Dρi

Dt term is the material derivative which contains the temporal and directional
derivatives of density of ith phase.

The surface tension force is a tensile force tangential to the interface between present phases. In STAR-
CCM+, it is modeled as a volumetric force using the continuum surface force (CSF) approach proposed by
[23]. The magnitude of this force depends on the nature of the �uids involving in simulation and temperature.
Following equations show the formulation of surface tension in our simulations.

fσ = fσ,n + fσ,t where fσ,n = σκn, fσ,t =
∂σ

∂t
t (6)
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Figure 1: Outcomes of water drop impact on moving
Te�on surface [12] and the simulations conducted in this
work.

Table 1: Quantitative representation of selected data
points and physical properties of water.

Wet Wen
Vt

(m/s)
Vn

(m/s)
D

(µm)
Outcome

0.3 39.8 0.2 2.4 500 Partial rebound
5.5 6.7 0.9 1 500 Deposition
149 42.3 4.7 2.5 500 Split deposition

Liquid Density
(kg/m3)

Viscosity
(mPa.s)

Surface tension
(N/m)

Water 998 0.89 0.074

Where σ is the surface tension coe�cient. fσ is the surface tension force in which subscripts of n and t denote
the normal and tangential components of this force respectively. n is the unit vector normal to the interface
between phases and directing from liquid to gas phase. t is the unit vector in the tangential direction to the
interface and κ is the mean curvature of the interface. CSF model uses the smooth �eld of the phase volume
fraction αi to calculate the normal vector to the interface. Equations regarding the calculation of normal
vector to the interface and interface curvature are shown below.

n = ∇αi (7)

κ = −∇ · ∇αi
|∇αi|

(8)

Using an algorithm capable of altering the time step in favor of taking large time steps under the condition
of keeping Courant number in 0.89 − 0.99 range, helped us to use time steps dynamically and e�ciently.
Maximum and minimum allowable time steps were de�ned and the algorithm could use bigger time steps
whenever it was possible.

Computational domain that we used for simulations was a rectangular cuboid with 9×1×2.5 mm in size
and it is sketched in Fig.2 along with boundary conditions and mesh. In all outer surfaces of this cuboid, the
pressure outlet condition was selected except the one at the bottom which is the wall. The value of 0 Pa was
selected for the pressure outlet condition because it was set with respect to the reference pressure which was
the atmospheric pressure. For the wall, no-slip condition was selected along with the static contact angle of
water on Te�on which is 103◦. Polyhedral mesh was selected for meshing the solution domain and near to 13
million cells were generated to spatially discretize the domain. Trajectory of the droplet while it is moving
toward the surface and also a speci�c thickness from the wall were re�ned by using custom control mesh
size option in STAR-CCM+. The closest distance from the wall in which we could resolve was 5µm. Water
drops were 500µm in diameter and with the mentioned resolution 100 cells were used across the diameter
of the droplet. However, for 2D simulations there were almost 250000 cells present and a structured mesh
was used. Droplet was de�ned by �eld function and using volume fraction variable. Three di�erent impact
scenarios were selected for simulations of drop impact on moving walls as shown in Fig.1 by red asterisks.
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Figure 2: Computational domain, mesh and boundary conditions for the simulations of drop impact on moving walls.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Air entrapment

As the drop goes towards the solid wall, the air in between the drop and solid surface is going to be compressed
and pressure rises (see Fig. 3). For the case of partial rebound (Vt = 0.2 m/s, Vn = 2.4 m/s) the gauge
pressure of air right at the center of the droplet was about 7Pa when the distance between the drop and
surface was 195µm whereas it increased to 50 Pa when the distance was about 50µm. As an example,
pressure �eld of the air phase is sketched in Fig. 4 where the distance between the drop and surface is 50µm.
Fig. 5 shows the pressure distribution at the moment of impact where pressure waves propagating inside
the drop due to the impact, are visible.

3.2 Comparison of 2D and 3D simulations

In terms of outcomes, the results of 2D simulations are depicted in Fig. 6a, 6b, 6c.The �rst case (Wet =
0.3,Wen = 39.8) shows a condition in which the drop undergoes partial rebound in experiments while in
our simulations it is splitting. As the drop is spreading over the surface, the thickness of the liquid �lm is
decreasing and there would be more chances for the bubble to tear the liquid surface at the center of the �lm
where it is located. By looking at states t = 1, 1.7ms, it is clear that the entrapped bubble helps to tear apart
the drop at its center when we are at latest stages of spreading and beginning of receding. This behavior
augments the split deposition in 2D simulations while it is not happening in 3D simulations at all (see Fig.
7). Because of the motion of the surface one portion of the drop which is moving in the same direction of
the surface movement is going to spread more and the other portion which is moving in opposite direction
is going to spread less. For small tangential velocities the spreading drop would look like a smoothed oval
shape but as the velocity of the surface increases it will more look like a tear shape. Entrapped bubbles move
towards the surface motion direction and cause partial rupture of drop at some points (t = 0.6ms). When
the drop starts the receding phase, those areas will merge with each other as it favors the minimization of the
contact surface because of surface tension force (t = 1.4ms) and �nally escape from the liquid as the drop
recoils (t = 1.9ms). The portion which was moving in the opposite direction of movement of surface will
move in the same direction with respect to surface motion when receding starts. This is the reason why the
drop tends to jump from its back side in our time evolution �gure of drop. However, we got total rebound
as the outcome of this scenario which is mainly due to the usage of static contact angle in our models. By
looking at experimental outcomes of [12] one can clearly see that the contact angles are way di�erent from
the static one as we have dynamics of the triplet line. Generally, when the surface is pulling the liquid it
favors the wettability and when they are in the opposite direction it tends to have high contact angles.

The second case (Wen = 6.7,Wet = 5.5) refers to the condition where deposition happens which means
the drop hits the surface, spreads over the surface, recedes and �nally after some oscillations it will deposit
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Figure 3: Pressure of the air �lm (gauge pressure with respect to ambient atmospheric pressure) between the droplet
and solid surface as a function of non-dimensional height (Z/H). This simulation �le corresponds to the 3D case of
partial rebound (Wet = 0.3,Wen = 39.8)

Figure 4: Pressure of the air �lm (gauge pressure with respect to ambient atmospheric pressure) between the droplet
and solid surface (the distance is 50µm). This simulation �le corresponds to the 3D case of partial rebound (Wet =
0.3,Wen = 39.8)
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Figure 5: Pressure distribution (gauge pressure with respect to ambient atmospheric pressure) in solution domain
right after impact. This simulation �le corresponds to the 3D case of partial rebound (Wet = 0.3,Wen = 39.8)

(a) Partial rebound

(b) Deposition

(c) Split deposition

Figure 6: Time evolution of water drop impacting on a moving hydrophobic wall (Te�on) obtained from 2D simula-
tions. (a) Wen = 39.8,Wet = 0.3 (b) Wen = 6.7,Wet = 5.5 (c) Wen = 42.3,Wet = 149 .
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Figure 7: Time evolution of water drop impacting on a moving hydrophobic wall (Te�on) obtained from 3D simula-
tions. This case corresponds to partial rebound in which Wen = 39.8,Wet = 0.3 . Arrow denotes the surface motion
direction.

on the surface. Unlike the �rst scenario, 2D simulations have shown similar behavior however for getting a
physical insight we have considered the 3D results. Fig. 8a, 8b show the sequence of events happening for
the case of deposition. As it is clear from the �gure we cannot distinguish bubbles from the 3D reconstructed
images, however side views of impact would reveal the bubble entrapment and motion of it till the extent
that it escapes the liquid.

The third case (Wen = 42.3,Wet = 149) refers to the condition where split deposition happens in which
the drop hits the moving wall, spreads over the surface but because of the high tangential velocity of the
wall it splits and �nally deposits on the surface. Results of 3D simulations corresponding to the case of split
deposition is depicted in Fig. 9. In experimental results splitting happens at receding stage when the side
which recedes in the opposite direction of the surface motion is hindered by the surface motion whereas on
the other side receding �ow is ampli�ed because of motion in such a way that the connection between two
sides gets thinner till it splits. But results of simulation shows at receding stage the entrapped bubble makes
a bridge at the center and then gravity pulls down the top portion of liquid and drop deposits on the surface.

When we are dealing with drop impacts on moving surfaces, the drop is not spreading in circular shape
because of the surface motion, instead it will spread in a tear-like shape. The ratio of the bigger diameter
(b) to the smaller diameter (dm) is represented by γA which is almost constant in two possible conditions
as mentioned in [12]. In order to check the reliability of our results for the spreading process, this ratio was
measured in our 3D simulations for deposition and partial rebound regimes (see Fig. 10).

4 Conclusion and Future Work

Simulations of drop impact on a hydrophobic moving surface have been done in both two and three di-
mensions. VOF model was used to capture the behavior of the interface. 2D simulations have predicted
deposition and split deposition regimes correctly in terms of outcomes while they have shown a break up
mainly because of the entrapped bubble at the stage of drop spreading in simulation of partial rebound
regime. However, 3D simulations have shown that entrapped air did not cause breakup. 3D simulations
captures the correct behavior in terms of outcome for deposition, while showing a total rebound instead of
a partial rebound and deposition instead of split deposition. Receding stage is a period in which capillary
forces and wettability play the most important role. Therefore, this discrepancy between 3D simulations and
experiments might occur due to the use equilibrium contact angle for the whole duration of impact. In the
future work, we will investigate the e�ect of dynamic contact angle to obtain results closer to experimental
outcomes. Also, the e�ect of air boundary layer on the characteristics of drop impacts on moving surfaces
can be another subject of future work.
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(a) 3D reconstructed deposition

(b) Side view deposition

Figure 8: Time evolution of water drop impacting on a moving hydrophobic wall (Te�on) obtained from 3D simu-
lations. This case corresponds to deposition in which Wen = 6.7,Wet = 5.5 . Arrow denotes the surface motion
direction. (a) 3D reconstructed version of deposition process (b) side view of deposition showing bubble escape (color
codes denote the volume fraction and red denotes volume fraction of unity for water phase).
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Figure 9: Time evolution of water drop impacting on a moving hydrophobic wall (Te�on) obtained from 3D simula-
tions. This case corresponds to split deposition in which Wen = 42.3,Wet = 149 . Arrow denotes the surface motion
direction.

Figure 10: Ratio of diameters at maximum drop spreading. γA = 1.1 from the experimental data of [12] while it was
1.04 for deposition and partial rebound cases in our 3D simulations.
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